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DAL) is not happy with the government's proposed increase in pilot salaries. In a
recent regulatory filing, the airline said the new pay raise is an "unreasonable and
unnecessary" attempt to keep up with competition and a "significant tax increase
that would adversely impact airlines and the traveling public." Delta also made a
much anticipated announcement that the airline would be cutting back on some
international routes. The cuts come on top of Delta's announced decision to cut

flights from the United States to Europe, the Middle East and Asia in an attempt to
decrease fuel costs. Delta says that cutbacks in international routes would save the

airline $1.1 billion in "exploratory" costs. The airline says that decision was made with
"the airline's goal of becoming more efficient and competitive in mind." To make
room for the cutbacks, Delta says it will adjust the number of flights it sends to
Canada and Mexico. These two destinations represented 28% of the airline's

passenger traffic in 2011.About Me Subscribe To Sunday Welcome to my personal
Blog Whatever you do in life, do it wholeheartedly.... whatever you put your hand to
will be well done; so do not be worried or discouraged by the follies or imperfections
of others. (James 1.22-24) Hebrews 10:38-39 We have passed through the great and

terrible day of trial, and through many dark days since then. But each of us has
chosen to keep on the right road, and we have not been put to shame. When it has
seemed impossible to be on the right road any longer, God has showed us the way.
Yes, I am "Flipping Our Finances From Disaster to Destiny", but you see, I told you
that I was not "all you could ever want in a wife". Even now, as I am "flipping our

finances", I am yet the same person, who cares more about the children than about
myself. I am the same "best friend to my husbands" since I was a little girl, and I love

the deepest and closest of friendships. I love this verse from the Bible, Philippians
4:23 (NIV) -
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